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Supervisors’ Names

and

Departments

Jerry Swan, YCCSA, CS.

Beth Jefferies, Psychology.

Karla Evans, Psychology.

Project Title A Generative Model for Gestalt Preferences in Proportional Analogy

Project Description This project requires an enthusiastic researcher to work at the intersection of Computer

and Cognitive Science.

The application area is the easily-described domain of `Letter String Analogy" (LSA)

problems:

e.g. if the string "abc" changes to "abd", what does "ijk" change to?

Applying pre-existing software , the researcher will create a model which exhibits human

preferences to the underlying structural patterns (Gestalts) of LSA problems.

Previous internship researchers who have worked with these supervisors have successfully

published their results in peer-reviewed journals and conferences, so this is an opportunity

to stand out from your peer group!

In more detail:

Despite recent advances in cognitive neuroscience, there is still a sizable `explanatory gap'

in our ability to explain observed behavior even in such seemingly simple `microdomains'

as LSA. In the absence of theories and models to fill that gap, it is possible to take a `big

data' perspective and use techniques of symbolic nonlinear regression to fit high-level

models to empirical distributions obtained from human responses.

The project will revisit the results of Hofstadter's famous `CopyCat' model [2],using the

symbolic elements of Structural Information Theory [3] as a principled model of Gestalt

perception. Using a software framework provided by Computer Science and the

experimental methods of Psychology, the researcher will train (several variants of) a

regression model against a corpus of human solutions to LSA problems. This model will

then exhibit human bias in solving new problems. Unlike neural approaches, this model

provides direct explanation of the solution in symbolic terms.



Required Skills Good written and spoken English.

Self-motivated.

Attention to detail.

Interest in both computer and cognitive science is desirable, as is interest in evolutionary

computation.

Knowledge of proramming is required (desirable: Java, preferred: Scala or other functional

language) although training will be given.

Project Dates Monday, 11 July 2016 to Friday, 9 September 2016.
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